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“Students are required to provide 
a variety of sources for research 
projects – a book source, 
newspaper article, journal 
article – and they like the portals 
because they separate all of the 
different resources for them.”

“Everything is there! It is one-
stop shopping, and everything is 
broken down into really obvious 
containers.” 

–Teacher/Librarian, Glenbrook 
South High School (IL)

–Librarian, International 
Academy (MI)

–Tech & Learning 
Magazine ISTE 
2016

BEST OF 
SHOW

“HEAR WHAT 
CUSTOMERS HAVE TO 
SAY ABOUT GALE’S IN 
CONTEXT SUITE: 

Gale’s In Context suite combines 

easily searchable, mobile-responsive 

functionality with authoritative and current 

digital content that spans core subjects 

and develops future-ready skills. With an 

intuitive interface and a user experience 

that matches other Gale products, 

researchers spend more time getting the 

content they need and less time learning 

navigation and tools. Each subject-specific 

resource uses eye-catching topic overview 

pages to bring together curriculum-aligned 

nonfiction materials in a variety of digital 

formats. Users can search articles, videos, 

charts, images, infographics, and more to 

keep them engaged at school, at home,  

or on the go.



Designed to support global awareness, this resource ties together a wealth of authoritative content that empowers 
students to critically analyze and understand the most important issues of the modern world. Content is updated daily 
through more than 660 geographically diverse full-text newspapers, magazines, and journals for a truly global view. 
Global Issues In Context contains over 100 Gale proprietary topic pages, 250 country topic pages, and 400 issue pages.

Global Issues In Context

Biography In Context offers a user-friendly portal experience for those seeking context on the world’s most 
influential people. Students can explore more than 650,000 biographical articles of international figures from every 
time period and area of study. With over 4,500 portal pages on contemporary and historical figures, it merges Gale’s 
authoritative reference content with periodicals and multimedia. Content is searchable across more than 170 titles, 
videos, audio selections, images, and articles.

Biography In Context

Canada In Context

Created especially for students and researchers studying Canada, its people, and its history, this product spans the  
North American continent to deliver a full range of specific topics. Users can explore biographies of Canadian  
figures as well as information on technology, sports, industry, and more delivered from a Canadian perspective.  
Curriculum-aligned content includes encyclopedias, CBC videos, NPR audio selections, global news feeds, and 
articles from more than 370 Canadian newspapers and magazines.
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“Undated photo (pre-1976) of boxing champion Muhammad Ali (Cassius Clay) in boxing outfit.” UPI Photo Collection. 

Ruymen, Jim. “Thousands turn out for a May Day march and rally in support of immigrant rights in Los Angeles.” UPI Photo Collection.

Cross-searchable with  
Opposing Viewpoints In Context



An engaging online resource that provides contextual information on hundreds of today’s most significant science 
topics. By integrating authoritative, curriculum-aligned reference content with headlines and videos, students see 
how scientific disciplines relate to real-world issues, from weather patterns to obesity. Users can explore millions 
of full-text articles from national and global publications, 200+ experiments and projects, and top reference content 
aligned to Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and state science standards. 

Science In Context

This cross-curricular product covers today’s hottest social issues and supports science, social studies, current 
events, and language arts classes. Informed, differing views help learners develop critical thinking skills and draw 
their own conclusions. More than 20,000 pro/con viewpoints and 19,000+ reference articles are included, making it  
a rich resource for debaters. By downloading the Opposing Viewpoints In Context (Beta) extension from the  
Chrome Web Store, students receive instant results with a single Google search. 

Opposing Viewpoints In Context 

Research In Context

Created specifically for middle school students, this resource is designed to bridge the gap between Kids InfoBits for 
elementary school students and the subject-specific Gale In Context family. Categories cover the most studied topics 
ranging from cultures and government to history and literature, all in one interface that combines a visual design 
with high-quality content and a user-focused tool set. Research In Context also contains national and state curriculum 
standards for grades 6-12 in language arts, social studies, and science.

“Supreme Court Gay Rights Rulings in Washington, D.C.” UPI Photo Collection, 2016.

“Children Attend the Obamas’ Welcoming Ceremony for Indian Prime Minster Singh in Washington.” UPI Photo Collection, 2009.
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WINNER

Cross-searchable with 
Global Issues In Context.



World History In Context reaches back to the ancient world and forward to today’s headlines to provide a chronicle  
of the great cultures and societies that have shaped history. Rare primary sources, reliable reference, and  
multi-media content help students gain context on a wide range of topics within this vast subject. World History  
In Context is aligned with state and national curriculum standards. 

World History In Context 

Designed to reinforce the development of skills such as critical thinking, this product offers cross-curricular content 
aligned to national standards and Common Core State Standards. Student Resources In Context includes more than 
150 reference publications, full-text newspapers and periodicals, maps, hundreds of thousands of images, videos, 
and audio selections, as well as archival materials from well-known sources like The Economist, The New York Times, 
National Geographic, Newsweek, Popular Science, Smithsonian, and more. 

Student Resources In Context 

U.S. History In Context

Offering a complete overview of our nation’s past, U.S. History In Context covers the most significant people, events, 
and topics in U.S. history. Comprehensive, contextual, media-rich information supports the development of critical 
thinking and information literacy skills. Content includes major reference works, millions of news and periodical 
articles, and most significantly, more than 5,000 rare and vital primary source documents (from slave journals to 
presidential papers). U.S. History In Context is aligned with state and national curriculum standards, and interlinks 
with Smithsonian Primary Sources In U.S. History.  

“30th Anniversary of the Space Shuttle Challenger (STS-51-L) Disaster.” UPI Photo Collection, 2016.

Cross-searchable with 
World History In Context.

Cross-searchable with 
U.S. History In Context.



FOSTER
FUTURE-READY
SKILLS

Gale’s In Context Suite
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LEARN 
MORE

MASTER WORKFLOW
Expand access and increase discovery by integrating Gale resources 
into your Learning Management System. Add to that the power of 
G Suite for Education and Microsoft Office 365 tools, which enable 
users to easily share, save, and download content— including 
highlights and notes. 

EXTEND 
THE REACH 
OF YOUR 
RESOURCES 

Translation Tools 
Accommodate diverse backgrounds with 
ReadSpeaker text-to-speech technology, allowing 
users to hear content read aloud. Content and 
tools can be translated into over 20 languages.

Citation Tools 
Integrated directly into the user’s workflow, MLA, 
APA, and Chicago-style citations are supported. 
Formatted citations can be easily imported from 
single or multiple documents to services like 
EasyBib or NoodleTools.

Highlights and Notes
Organize, save, and share highlights and 
annotations within content. 

Search Functions 
Researchers can search by Lexile range or 
find content based on basic, intermediate, and 
advanced levels of complexity.  

Curriculum-Aligned Content 
Content is aligned to national standards and 
Common Core State Standards. 

Uncover Results 
The new Gale Opposing Viewpoints In Context 
Chrome extension displays results from this 
popular database alongside Google search results 
when added to Chrome browsers. The Gale 
Chrome extension puts your library’s resources 
in the everyday workflow. The new extension is 
available in the Chrome Web Store. 

Product screen capture as of March 2018. Actual interface may vary.


